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FOREWORD 
The SPS systems definition study was initiated in December 1976. Part I was completed on May 1. 
1977. Part I1 technical work was completed October 3 1. 1977. 
The study was managed by the 1 yndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA). The Contncting Officer's Representative (COR) was Clarke 
Covington of J X .  The study was performed by the k i n g  Aerospace Company. The Boeinp study 
manager was Gordon Woodcock. k i n g  Comn~ercial Airplane Company assisted in the analysis of 
launch vehicle noise and overpressures. 
The General Electric Company Space Division was the major subcontractor for the study. n c i r  
contributions included Rankine cycle power generation. power processing and switchpar. micro- 
wave transmitter phase control and alternative transmitter configurations. reniote manipulators. and 
thin-film silicon photovdtaics. 
Other subcontractors were Hughes Research Center-gallium arsenide photovoltaics: Varian- 
klystrons and klystron production: SPIRE-silicon solar cell directed energy annealing. 
This report was prepared in 8 volumes as follows: 
I - Executive Summary V - Space Operations 
I1 - Technical Summary V1 - Evaluation Data Book 
111 - SPS Satellite Systems VII - Study Part 11 Final Briefing Book 
IV - Microwave Power Transmission Vlll - SPS Launch Vehicle Ascent and Entry 
Systems Sonic Overpressure and Noise Effects 
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energy conversion (NASA-MSFC/Boeing). and (c) 
better definition of  d reference or  baseline silicon 
photovoltaic systen~ concept (NASA-JSC inhouse). 
More or less concurrently. continuing analytical 
and experimental activities aimed at improving 
knowledge of the power transnission technology 
were funded by NASA-Lewis Research Center with 
JPL and Raytheon. Up to this time, essentially all 
of the power transmission studies had emphasized 
the amplitron cross-field amplifier as a DCIRF con- 
verter. Th,o J X  inhouse effort, however, emphasized 
the Klystron linear beam tube. 
In late 1976, the situation could be summa- 
rized as follows: 
(I ) Energy conversion studies had concentrated 
on silicon photovoltaic and Brayton (closed 
cycle gas turbine) power generation. Initial 
studies of gallium arsenide photovoltaics, pri- 
marily by Rockwell, indizated significant 
potential advantages. Other possible options 
such as Rankine vapor cycles and thin-;ilm 
photovoltaics, had not been investigated. No 
systematic comparative evaluation had been 
conducted. 
(2) A controversy of sorts had developed over 
space operations options. The most straight- 
forward approach to  SPS installation is t o  
transport the flight hardltare t o  geosynchro- 
nous orbit (CEO) and construct the SPS's 
there at the operation~l location. An alterna- 
tive advanced by Boeing was to construct the 
SPS's in a low Earth orbit (LEO) and use their 
power generating capability to drive them t o  
CEO by electric rocket propulsion. This 
option exhibited potential cost sav,ngs but 
several operational issues had not been 
investigated. 
(3) Almost all the power transmission analyses 
had been based on amplitron RF power tubes. 
The JSC inhouse effort, however, indicated 
the Klystron to have significant potential 
advan ;ages. 
(4) Only the most cursory explorations of con- 
struction of these large objects in space had 
been conducted. 
( 5 )  Transportation system studies had been pre- 
dominantly parametric and considered the 
SPS application only as one ofmany. although 
the same .tudics had indicated the SPS 
requirement to be unique. lssues such as pay- 
load packaging and integri~ted operations were 
not understood. 
The SPS systems study work statements and 
plans were to provide for an e,'fort more compre- 
hensive and in greater depth than the earlier work, 
and were intended to  achieve a major reduction in 
technical and economic uncertainties regarding the 
SPS concept and its potential application t o  man- 
kind's energy needs. 
STUDY DESCRIPTION 
The overall plan developed by JSC called for 
conduct of the study in two parts. Part I, conducted 
from Dec. 1976 through April 1977, was to  con- 
centrate on the first two issues described above: 
What is the best specific means of energy conver- 
sion, and where (LEO or  CEO) should the space 
construction operations take place? 
With these issues resolved to the degree practi- 
cable, Part 11 of the study, conducted from May 
through November, 1977, was to concentrate on 
development of an end-toend system definition 
with emphasis on assessment of, and reduction in, 
system mass and cost ~mcertainties. 
SYNOPSIS OF STUDY RESULTS 
Findings 
The most significant study results are summa- 
rized below. m e  study concentrated on maximum 
confidence system desgns with the result t%at the 
SPS. rather than being a mid-2 l s t c e n t u ~  system. 
should be achievable t y  th: year 200P, and could 
be ecc,nomically attractive as s:lol*:n in Figure 4. 
The base technology is in h:d. After a modest 
technology verification effsrt of  3 t o  5 years dura- 
tion, full scale de~telopment coitld begin and would 
provide a mainstream energy system of great 
potential. 
Power Transmission 
- Basic Feasibility Confirmed 
- Detailed Microwave Link Error Analysis Con- 
firmed Attainability of Adequate Efficiency 
Energy Conversion 
- Silicon Photovoltaic Best Overall Choice 
- Potassium Rankine Backup Choice 
Space Transportation Operations 
- Low Cost Due To Traffic Level. Not New 
Technology 
- Payload Volume is Launch Vehicle Design Driver 
SPS System Costs 
- Power Cost 4 t o  Sd/kwh; Competitive with 
Fossil Sources by Year 2000 
- System Design Flexibility Key To Cost 
Confidence 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
(1) Conversion efficiency and resulting SPS size 
(at futed output) tended to favor the Brayton 
gas turbine and gallium arsenide photovoltaic 
options. A size comparison of the options 
invesfigated is shown in Figure 5. Size, how- 
ever, was not seen as a primary decision factor. 
(2) SPS mass was a significant cost factor, espe- 
cially for hardware that must be delivered to 
space. Here again, gallium arsenide looked 
good, with all of the options except thermi- 
onics in an acceptable range, as shown in Fig- 
- ure 6. Of the various Rmkine cycle working 
-.w fluids, only the alkali metals were compatible 
F f  4. Pmjecti0~1~1 k b t e  SIBS Power Wi Be 
E c o ~ i c r l t y  A 8 h c t h  
STUDY ACCOMi8LISHMEWTS AND RESULTS 
Part 1 fssucs 
Energy Conversion 
The evaluation el fort included all energy con- 
version options known to he of potential interest 
for the SPS application: : 
(1 ) Silicon single cryst. 1 photovoltaics; 
(2) Gallium arsenide angle crystal and thin-film 
photovoltaics; 
(3) Other thin-fib photovoltaics; 
(4) Thermal engine Rankine closedcycle vapor 
turbines, with sever.?.l working fluids under 
consldera tion ; 
( 5 )  Thermal engine Brayton closed cycle gas 
turbines; 
(6) Thermionic direct thennal conversior,. 
Certain known options were not included: 
(1) Thermwlectrics-rejecte<d on elementary con- 
siderations of efficiencyi materials consump 
tion, and waste heat rejection. 
(2) Magnetoplasmadynamics-rejected on grounds 
of proSlems in attaining 'he necessary work- 
ing fluid temperatures by solar heating. 
(3) Direct thermal conversion by electrostatics- 
insufficient data available for this recently- 
proposed thennal engine. 
(4) Thermophotovoltaics-rejected on considera- 
tion of overall efficiency and problems of 
waste heat rejection. 
The principal energy conve~sion conclusions 
at the completion of Part I were as follows: 
with the high cycle temperatures essential to 
heat rejection system mass in the acceptable 
range. (Water, i-e., steam Rankine, is compati- 
ble from the fluid thermal stability standpoint, 
but a steam system operated in the minirnum- 
mass temperature range is essentialiy a Bray ton 
gas cycle.) 
(3) Radiation degradation of soiar cells, especially 
silicon, was known t o  be a serious problem. 
The amount of degradation depends on the 
amount of shielding provided, e-g., by cover- 
glasses. (Attempts to provide lighter weight 
plastic coverglasses have to date been unsuc- 
cessful because the plastics become opaque in 
the geosynchronous combined radiation and 
uv environment.) 
It has long been known that radiation damage 
in silicon solar cells can be largely annealed 
out by heating to -5000C. This normally 
would be done by bulk heating. Recent 
developments had indicated. however, that 
directed energy pulse heating could be effec- 
tively used. As a part of this study, under 
subcontract, Simulation Physics (now SPIRE, 
Inc.) conducted exploratory laser and elec- 
tron beam annealing tests on severely irradi- 
ated solar cells provided by being.  Apprcxi- 
mately 50% of the cells' lost performance was 
F i i  S. Energy Conversion Comparison SPS Size 
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F i  6. E m  Conversion Cornprison SPS Mass 
recovered in these tests. It is believed that 
further development and optimization of the 
process could approach 90% recovery. Accord- 
ingly, an annealable blanket design (compati- 
ble with annealing temperature) was selected 
as the reference design for Part 11. 
(4) The more complex thermal engine systems 
were found to be more difficult to  construct, 
but at this point in the study, differences in 
constructability were not viewed as vorticu- 
larly significant-all configurations were con- 
structable. These differences were later to  
emerge as a strong decision factor. 
(5) If SPS's are to be installed on a large scale, 
availability of raw materials could be a signifi- 
cant issue. Materials availability was a strong 
negative factor for the thermionics option. 
Considered together with excessive mass, the 
negative factors were judged to be a conclu- 
sive reason to discard thennionics. Materials 
availability also imposed significant design 
constraints on the other thermal engine 
options, which benefit from the use of exotic 
metals at high temperatures. Tungsten, tanta- 
lum, and molybdenum were eliminated. 
Molybdenum itself is not especially scarce, 
but must be alloyed with rhenium for ductil- 
ity; rhenium is very scarce. Materials issues 
were a strong factor in the ultimate selection 
of potassium Rankine as the preferred ther- 
mal engine. This selection, however, did not 
occur until Part 11. 
The availability of gallium also emerged as a 
major issue. This controversy continues to  the 
present day, with gallium arsenide advocates 
insisting that there is "no problem" and skep 
tics arguing that the problem is insurmount- 
able. Our evaluation is as follows: If thin-film 
gallium arsenide celfs, e.g., on a sapphire sub- 
strate, are used with moderate sunlight con- 
centration, and if moderately optimistic gal- 
lium availability estimates are used, the 
problen~ is at least workable, as illustrated in 
Figure 7. (The cells must be about 5 to 10 
prn thick on a substrate of some other mate- 
rial. The physics of gallium arsenide photo- 
voltaics does not preclude such cells being 
efficient. Gallium arsenide cells presently in 
experimental production are conventional in 
thickness, e.g., 100 pm or more.) In view of 
this issue and the associated technology 
advancement requirements, this study backed 
away from gallium arsenide as a primary can- 
didate. It is still so regarded, however, by 
some investigators. In summary, from the 
resources standpoint, the silicon system was 
most favored, thermal engines were readily 
workable with appropriate design constraints, 
and gallium arsenide was probably workable 
with advanced technology. Some of the other 
thin-film photovoltaic approaches (e.g., c o p  
per indium selenide) were rejected due to  
resources considerations as was thermionics. 
. F i  7. Reduction in C;agium Required for 
-2 system 
(6) Technology advancement requirements fig- 
ured importantly in the eventu~l selection of 
preferred systems as well as In the Part I 
screening stage. A major increase in the scale 
of space operations must be brought about t o  
install SPS's at a rate of practical interest. 
Although the technical advancements 
required in systems and subsystems are quite 
modest, the required advances in operations 
technology msy be compared to  the advances 
in aircraft operations technology that occurred 
with the introduction and expansion of the jet 
age. It is prudent to restrict areas of major 
technology advance to as few as possible to  
maximize chances of program success. There 
was, therefore, a strong motivation to mini- 
mize the technological advance required in 
energy conversion. Silicon photovoltaics and 
the turbogenerator options fitted this pre- 
scription; the other options did not. 
(7) Cost and risk are the overriding factors in 
design selection for any system intended for 
commercial application. All other parameters 
are of little significance. (Most of the fore- 
going factors appear on the .ostlrisk balance 
sheets.) At the conclusion of the Part I effort, 
the silicon photovoltaic and Brayton thermal 
engine were judged to be essentially equal in 
cost (Figure 8) and, as noted above, quite 
comparable in risk. The gallium arsenide option 
exhibited significant potential cost advantages, 
mainly resulting from mass and size reduc- 
tions, but these potentials were heavily over- 
shadowed by the materids availability and 
technological risk concerns already di:icussed. 
Silicon systems at concentration ratio 1 (i.e., 
no concenimtion) and 2 were evaluated. 
Because concentration is relatively inetfective 
with silicon due t o  temperature effects the 
simpler no-concentration configuration was 
found to  be least cost. Higher solar cell costs 
improve the benefits of concentration, but 
these benefits are net positive only when solar 
cell costs are high enough t o  make the thermal 
engine option a relatively uncontested winner. 
(This conclusion does not necessarily apply to  
advanced-technology gallium arsenide options.) 
F i  8. Cost Differential Factors for Reference 
Systems (Part I Results) 
The net result of these considerations was a 
decision to carry the silicon CR=l and Brayton 
energy conversion options into Part I1 as pri- 
mary candidates. General Electric, our major 
subcontractor in this study, expressed the 
strong opinion that the Brayton-versus- 
potassium-Rankine tradeoff had not been ade- 
quately worked. This matter was reexamined 
in greater depth as a priority item early in 
Part 11. 
Construction Location 
The principal construction location conclu- 
sions at the end of Part I were as follows: 
(1) The primary component of the issue was 
transportation cost. The payoff for low Earth 
orbit (LEO) construction is the enabling of 
the self-powered mode for LEO to geosynchro- 
nous Earth orbit (GEO) transportation at the 
very high specific impulse available through 
electric propulsion. The propellant require- 
ment for LEO-CEO transport ltion shrinks 
from the predominant require.tient to a rela- 
tively incidental requirement, from 2.1 tons 
per ton delivered to CEO to about 0.25 tons 
per ton. This results in a factor of 2 reduc- 
tion in launches to low Earth orbit for LEO 
construction as citmpared to GEO construc- 
tion, but poses an array of difficult-toquantify 
operational complexities and concerns. 
(2) Most important of the negative operational 
factors associated with the electric propulsion 
mode are: 
(a) Trip times on the order of six months 
(compared with less than one day for the 
high-thrust L*/LH2 systems associated 
with CEO construction). 
(b) Radiation degradation of the SPS from 
exposure to the van Allen belts during 
the slow transfer. 
(c) Modularization of the SPS, necessary for 
altitude control authority in the presence 
of the strong gravity gradients at LEO. 
(d) Conversion of the SPS modules into 
powered spacecraft capable of executing 
the transfer. 
(e) The risks of collisions with man-made 
orbiting objects during the LEO construc- 
tion operations and during the slow spi- 
raling transfer from LEO to CEO. 
(f) Upper atmosphere drag affecting the 
LEO construction operations. 
(g) Operational hardware and software com- 
plexities ensuing from low-thrust orbit 
transfer operations. 
At the conclusion of the Part I effort, the 
reduction in LEO transportation cost was judged 
to overwhelm ail other factors. The overall reduc- 
tion in system cost was on the order of 10%. The 
predominant penalty on LEO construction was the 
added interest cost chargeable to total capital cost 
as a result of the six month transit times. The 
investigation of collision hazards was incolnplete 
at this point. 
Part I1 Findings Relative 
To Part 1 Issues 
The issues addressud during Part I of the 
study are fundamental and permeate all aspects of 
system design and selection. 
As a result, although narrowing of options, 
clarification of sub-issues, and focusing of atten- 
tion was achieved, complete answers were not 
obtained during Part I. As an example, complete 
definition of hardware packaging densities and 
transportation/ccnstruction operations options was 
not achieved until the power transmitter (excluded 
from Part I) was taken into account. 
D u ~ n g  Part 11, the following majgr conclu- 
sions were obtained relating to  the Part I questions: 
(1) Continuing comparative evaluation of 
potassium-vapor Rankine cycle systems versus 
inert gas Brayton systems led to a preference 
for the Rankine system because: 
(a) The Rankine system mass-optimizes at 
somewhat lower russ  and much-reduced 
radiator area. 
(b) The Rankine system i; practical, e.g., in 
terms of hardware mass, at cycle te~n- 
perature limits generally in the super- 
alloy range, whereas the Erayton systems 
were dependent on refractory metals or 
ceramics. Strong implications are present 
here for technology advancement require- 
ments and resource consumption. 
(c) Tfie Rankine system exhibited good per- 
formance at relatively low (circa 30 
megawatts) perengine power rating<. By 
way of contrast, the Brayton engines are 
sensitive to  blow-by tolerances on turbo- 
machinery and needed to be sized at 
greater than 300 megawatts per engine. 
The higher temperatures and power 
levels required fcir the Brayton engines 
have significant cost implications regard- 
ing deve!opmental test facilities. 
As a result, and due in no small \a:3y to the 
General Electric subcontract effort, the 
Rankine potassium vapor cycle was selected 
as the preferred engine. 
(2) Further analyses of transportation and con- 
struction operations differences between the 
thermal engine and photovoltaic options 
began to reveal significant differences in oper- 
ations cost. Although differences in satellite 
mass and cost continued to be unimportant, 
differences in construction crew size, facility 
cost, atld payload packaging densities emerged 
as decision drivers as synopsized in Table 1. 
Conseqiiently, an overall preference for the 
silicon photovoltaic system graaually became 
quantifiable. This preference is small, how- 
ever, with respect to  p ..sible uncertainties in 
solar cell costs, as shown in Figure 9. There- 
fore, although we recommend the silicon 
photovoltaic system for preferred concept 
selection, the Rankine thermal engine should 
be carried as a backup to hedge against solar 
cell cost uncertainties. 
Table l .Oprrt ionsC~DrkcrsF.*o~  MAIN PART I1 RESULTS 
btoroltrics 
The primary objective o f  Part 11 was t o  
accomplish as much system defini t i~n as possible 
within the available study resources. As much 
reduction as possible i-. mass and cost unc~rtainty 
was the desired outcome of the effort. An cce 
nomic determination o f  i ~ x t  program Steps can 




tion Base Cost 
Net Pacbging 
Density 
9. Photo ,ottaic Rtferrncc is Sensitive t o  
Solrt Blanket Costs 
t3 1 ('onstruction in low Earth orbit continued to 
show a ten percent cost advantag. Practical 
nieasures were tound to avoid collision with 
acy ob. able .nanmadt objects fcr which 
cpli~.mcnues are predictable. A refined analy- 
sis of system degradation during th t  180day 
transfer through the van Allen belts revealed 
no substantive differences from the eariier 
mow parame.ric analyses. All operational and 
other LEOlGEO difference -vere at least 
roughly quantified and uere rei.ttively insig- 
~ i f icant  in cost. LEO construction offers 
recirmng and nonrecurring cost advantags 





4 0  
8.2 Billion 
95 k&m3 
Microwave Power Truamiaion 
-- 
Tile nterface q u a  ements and perfomlance 
of  the mi< rowave power tra~ismi&~on system are 
the keys t o  a integrated gsrcm def in~t~on.  The 
performance ~f the powel trdnmission system 
establishes ovendl system sizing and tnttput: the 
ekctric power condition requirements of  the RF 
power amplifers determine the voltages and cur- 
rents t o  be produced b) the e n e w  c~nversion 
system. 
The uefinition effort concentrated on the JSC- 
originated Mystron optior t o  hrin_e it t o  the level 
of  definition that had cariier k n  ~ c ' h ~ v e d  for the 
amplitron option. 
Figure 10 illustrates the main feztures of the 
power transmitter dc5ign. The hajli pcwer anlpll- 
fier eienirnt is a '0-ka iieat-piwcth+lr.d klystroii. 
Each transmitter element includr\ P*!: i l l  stron. i iz  
control and support circuitry. its thermal control 
equipment. its distribution wa* eguides. and its xi- 
tion of radikting wa\eguidc Phc \laharia! rs t h ~  
h a i c  Farth-manuiaztured titlit.  I r  I> . i i~prn\~n~~tr ' l !  
10 meters square and i.n~plo>\ iron1 4 t o  36 





1 2.1 Billion 
65 kg'm3 
tronic complexity is internal to thC wbarrays. 
Therefore. completion and checkotit of ihe sub- 
arrays on the ground will sipificar~tl> reduce. the 
workload for space consttuction and associated 
hardware:lsoftwan. debugging. 
Each I kmdiameter  rmnsmitter includes 
6932 subarrays supported on  a two-tier structure. 
At the back of the structure are power prcxtssors. 
These handle the I SCr of the electrii. power fed to 
the transmitter that requires voltag changes or  
accurate regulation. 
The power tra-tsmittcr design is largely dic- 
tated by constraints. The ma~imuni  powzr iiltcn- 
s i tyin the ionosphere has hecn limited t o  23 r~tw 
cm-: a best estimate of a limit helow wliicii iocal- 
ized ionosphere heating by the p ~ \ ~ e r  k a n i  will 
not exceed the heating occasionall!- prcduieli hy 
natural effects (the fraction of the rota1 iclnuspherc 
heated Ly p w e r  beam even I'roni a large nicmher 
of SPS's is extremely small 1. 
O W G ~ A L  PAGE 
OF POOR ~uhUTl 
F i  10. :~ikrti w ave Power Tm- nittcr Design Cota?pt 
I t  is also Jcsiiahlt to maximize thC h ; i t on  of 
total energy within the main k a m  in order t o  maa- 
. . inlire power transfer eff i i ienq.  In acfd~r-~t;l. rnini- 
miring RF etiiqa in k a e i  sidelobes wiii reduce the 
microwate eners! incident on peopic as w i i  3s 
other c lrn~ents  of tire bioqlhere tsidr.1obr.s are the. 
repetitive lotv-lc\cl niaxima in tliz anIcnna radia- 
tion pattern outside the main k.::i? I. . ? ! i ; . , ~ ~ g i :  
miirowave energy standards app1ic;-ic :o SPS 
operations have not k e n  s ~ t  thrrc Jws : : . ~ r  sppzar 
to 1% nmucll doubt that kar:i-shaping ~ l n t !  \ ~ & i ~ b t '  
suppression technicli~es will pro\ ii! adcq~iatc 
moans t o  control sideloks as ni.icsun. Tilt \i!il- 
[)lest ham-shaping technique is till.. riris of the 
transmitter power intensity across t h ~  p c r t u r ~  as 
illustrated in Figure I 1 .  Ti\<) intensity tapcrs and 
resulting beam patterns arc. \II(~wII. The beam pat- 
terr; intensity s c a l ~  tdh) is 3 Iog:~rifli~liic 5i;lI~. S i k -  
lobes '0 dh down arc 1 ' 100 of t l ~ e  icntral inten- 
sity. 20 dh JON-11. I'lO\lO.  ti. U C ~ t l t  shaping 
capahlr. o i  rctlt~~iiig siili.l~thc.~ ;I\ int~iil  as 45 dl1 
~vas i~i t~\ t ig; i tc~l .  I-3g1rc I ? \ ~ I o s \ \  t l ~ ~ ,  I ~ c ; I ~ I  piit- 
ti-rn rc.st~liiiig from Illc I --dl. t ;rp~~r c>ption. or1 ;I 
linear scalc. t\ii!clobc I~,\cl\ ar: i.\.igg.-~-at~.tl in ihi\ 
['lot l .  
Mort. u ~ p h i s t i i a t d  heam-shaping techniques 
vary the p!tajz ;iii well ;*E tho anlpiitude of the 
transmitter signal across the aperture. These tech- 
niques can "square uf the main beam. providing 
t a )  man. total power in a given main beam diain- 
etcr with a given peak intensity limit. and ib )  
slightly in1prmr.d link c fficiency . Considerably 
!a rqr  transnitter aperture3 arc required. Tticsc. 
tecllniijue~ will h;. beneficial t o  the later phases of 
an SPS program when \.eq high power per beam is 
de?;ired. 
As tho transmitter aperture is increased. the 
&am diameter at Earth is reduced in inverse pro- 
portiotl. O b x n i n g  tlie 2-3 mu-jcni- limit. as the 
heam Jianictcr is reduced. total link power is 
reduced. As t r~nsni i t ter  apertun. is c i e ~ r e a ~ d .  
allowing increawd link nowtr. a thennal limit is 
rcached dui* t o  incrcasin, intensity of waste heat 
dissipation on the antenna. I i  the desired link 
p0:i.r docs not n.quirC operating at the 23 mw'  
cm- liillit. the transmitter aperture may be cost- 
aptimizcd. The effect of these limits is shown in 
Fig~rc* 12. (This result ;tssumcs the peak .sidt.lohc 
intcnsitx t o  be constrained t o  no  preatzr tlian 0.01 
inw cnl-. Chan9itig tile sidelobe constraints i:iflu- 
F&R FIELD GI)(n*0 D S l R t n r T W  
: 
Fiipure 1 1. M i l 3  Power Dmsity Tipcr 
Figure 1 2. Microwave Beam Intensity on a Linear Figure 13. Transnitter Constraints Detmine 
Scak :rlinimum Cost W g n  Point 
ences the thermal limits: higher permitted sidelobe 
limits thenthy allow rmdkr transmitter apertures 
and greater link power.) The most cost effective 
system operates at the point when thennal limits 
and main beam intensity limits intersect. 
Additional design constraints influence details 
of the 'msnit ter  design and were taken into 
account in selecting the reference and altemate 
design points. They are discussed in mom detail in 
4 of this report. Table 2 summarizes tne 
maL featuzs of the Fower transmission system 
d-. Curetit values 31, comp~rcd with t>r 
values from the JSC "'green book" (JSC-11568) 
with reasons for change. noted. 
Table 2. Power T m  System Hilc(lliseb 
I-., 3 
- . 9 1 . U U . X  w I--. a e r r a  * 
m a -  n 
UY.- 3 - I  
% -  
Additional signifsant results of the micro- 
wave system definition effort were: 
( I  ) A detaiied analysis was made of the efficiency 
achievable by microwave power transm~ssion. 
Table 3 compares the results with the values 
from the JSC "green h k "  (the photovoltaic 
referewe efficiency chain is included). The 
princi~al new factor is the intrasubarray 
effects resulting from manufacturing toler- 
ances on subarray hardware. Limiting these 
losses to 2% requires high-precision manufac- 
turing. This again underscores the desirability 
of completing the subarrays on the ground. 
(2) Investigations of phase control techniques 
cor entrated on the retrodirective technique. 
This technique employs a signal transmitted 
from the ground receiving antenna to irnplic- 
itly measure, and correct for, mschanical inac- 
curacies in the transnitting antenna. Desirable 
power transmission system efficiencies require 
the wavefront emitted from I-kmdiameter 
transmitter to be planar within 23 mm (+ 100 
phase error). Mechanical perfection of this 
degree is difficult to imagine. but the phase 
front can be electronically controlled to be 
rar more precise than the mechanical align- 
ment of the antenna. This can be accom- 
plished by distributing a reference phase syn- 
chronization signal to  all subarrays from a 
common source on the antenna compar- 
ing this signal with the signal t msnitted 
from the ground. Phase integrity of the 
onboard reference distribution system 
depends on accurate measurement of the path 
lengths aver which the signal is distributed. 
Explicit and implicit measurement methods 
were identif~d.  The explicit means was 
selected as the reference design. but either 
m e t h d  would work. 
There are some doubts as to  whether the 
retrojire~tive scheme can provide a suffl- 
ciently precise reference to establish an accu- 
rate transmitted wavefront. Self-contained 
onboard methods are possible. Experimental 
exploration of the phase control alternatives 
is urgently needed and is one of the top- 
priority SPS technolorn verification needs. 
(3) Active thermal control was found to  be neces- 
sary for the antenna power processors. This is 
because (a) the processors need to be sized at 
several megawatts to be lightweight and effi- 
cient and (b) they need to  be cooled to about 
SOW; (c) the resulting radiator size per proc- 
essor is too large to be effectively served by 
heat pipes. Heat pipe cooling of the klystro~s 
is practical; entirely analogous heat pipe appli- 
cations have k e n  developed, e.g.. by Hughes 
Electron Dynamics Division. 
(4) Recteniia costs were found to  be a major 
factor in overall power transmission system 
costs. The rectenna cost per unit krea also fig- 
ures strongly in system cost optimization. 
Table 4 summarizes typical rectenna char- 1 5 0 0 -  n - d 
scteristics. Main cost drivers are primary an$ CO~ER z 
secondan struc't~rt' at an estimated S13,'m- g 
and the dip05 dio4e:tiIter units at an esti- - u 
mated S m-. rss~lting in a total cost of ;r' 
about 52.2 billion. 1)ue to  the shape of the # b a r n  intensity pattzms. cost savings due t o  - - 
- # . i f I A )  3 reduction in rectmne size can be effectively g f i traded for po\*er lost as c5own in Figure 14. z II 8 a The outer regions of the main beam contain s -: 
relatively little energy; it cats  more t o  collect A a i U than it is worth. Typically. the cost optimum 
rectrnna diameter is 70 to 75% of the main 
~5m 
beam diameter. The optimal rectenna inter- 
cepts about 95% of the energy in the main 
beam. 
a8 a7 am ar 1) 
fabk 4. Rectama N o d  Cost Estimate IKTO*U DU 
@ I SPSNR c s r r  - - m r b n t r Y r m b & ~ r l )  
SPS Confrgurations 
T h e  photovoltaic reference configuration is a 
simple two-level plan,- structure supporting 
approximately 102 km- of solar arrays, as illus- 
trated in Figure 15. The solar blanket is divided 
F i i  14. Rectenm Size Optbniutioa 
into 256 bays each 660 meten square. ' h e  SPS 
consists of eight modules each four by eight hays, 
and the two rotary joints, yokes, and transmitters. 
Modularization facilitates self-powered orbit trans- 
fer; a satellite constructed at geosynchronous orbit 
could be monolithic in design with about 
1 120 000 kg less total structural mass. T-ble 5 
provides additional design highlights. 
TOTAL SOLAR CELL AREA: B7.N I& 
TOTAL ARRAY AREA: 102.61 )(m2 
TOTAL SATELLITE AREA: 112n K& 
OUTPUT: 16.- OW wmmw TO SCIPIOIK~S 
Fin 1 5. Photovoltaic Reference Configuration 
OpH3INAL PA= 
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Tab& 5. Photovdt.ic System Highlights 
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The basic nlanufactured unit shown in Figure 
16 is a solar blanket panel approximately one 
meter square containing 25 2 solar cells (1 8 in series 
by 14 in parallel). The 50 Brn solar cel!s are more 
radiation resistant than thicker cells considered ear- 
lier in the study. It is estimated that these blankets 
will require annealing 6 t o  10 times in a 30-year 
period. 
Minimum-mass structural configurations 
employ closedscetion members of extremely low 
packaging density. Two approaches to  reaching 
acceptable densities have been developed: 
(1) Fabricate the structural members in orbit. 
using "bcani machines" that thermally form 
specially-prepared tlat stock shipped to orbit 
in rolls: after theniial forming, ultrasonic 
welding o r  other bondins techniques are 
employed to assemble the stnictural barns. 
( 2 )  Use an element configuration that permits 
nesting at acceptable densities for hipment. 
The "kam machines." in this case. assemble 
the beams froni these prefabricated parts, 
using prefabricated mechanical joints of  suit- 
able dcsigi. 
Xo clear conchision was reached as to which 
of  these approaches is best. Additional tectinology 
verification work is needed to  accomplish a 
selection. 
Figure 16. Photovoltaic Reference Configuration For power managment and power distribu- 
Solar Array Fundamental Ekment tion. the photovoltaic SPS is divided into 208 
"Blanket Panel" power sectors. Each power sector is stvitchahle and 
The blanket panels are assenihled into install- 
able blanket packages by welding tile interp;~?el 
connectors and taping the panels together. The 
installable packages arc 20 111 wide by one hay 
length (hc,O 111 Ions. anti arc shipped accordion- 
Si>lilcd in ;I sttitahlc box. Blanket packages are 
joined tosctl~cr edge-toi.dgc :electrical connection 
not requiredl on inst;~ll;ition. so that each bay of 
solar blanket hccorncs like a large tranipoline as 
shown in Fi~i irc  17. Stretcll loads are carried by 
thc ti~pc grid, anti ;ire ;ll~l~licil t irot~gll a catenary 
support that ;itf;tcllcs to str t~~tt t ral  Itardy?oints at a 
20-nlc.tcr sylac'inp. .l-lic load at cacll att;lch point is 
90 newtons: this ~~rovidcs a l3l;tnkr't "tranipolinc" 
Srcqttc~tcy of ;~hout 1 2  cyclcs.!hr. higher than the 
first k w  SI'S strii~.ti~r;ll ~ i io t l~s .  
can be isolated from the nuin power bus. facili- 
tating annealing or other servicing. Main features of  
the power distribution system are shown in Figure 
18. Power transfer across tlie rotary joint is accom- 
plished by a slip ring/brusli assnibly, The size of 
this assembly. 16 In in diametcr. is such that it can 
be cornpleted and checked out on the gmund. 
Mechanical rotation and drive is provided by a 
mecl\anical turntable 150 ni in diameter. The 
antenna is suspended in the yoke by a soft mechan- 
ical joint to isolate tlie an tCnna fro111 tun1 tablt3 
vibrations. The antenna is mechanically aimed by 
CMG's installed on its stntcture. A position feed- 
back with a low frequency passbanJ allows tile 
mechanical turntable to drive the yokc to follow 
the antenna and also provide sufficient torque 
through the soft joint to keep the CMC's T.Mt 6. Silicon Photovdtaic Mass Propertics 
desaturated. wmu~ 
F i  18. SPS rower Distribution is Stmightfor- 
ward Eng imdq 
The overall efficiency chain for the photovol- 
taic SPS was compared with the point-ofdeparture 
(JSC "green book") figures in Table 3. Principal 
changes occurred with the change to  concentration 
ratio 1 and with a detailed efficiency analysis for 
the power transmission system. The photovoltaic 
mass estimate history has remained relatively con- 
sistent. as shown in Figure 19. The current mass 
estimate is summarized in Table 6, compared with 
the original JSC "_men book" estimates. 
0 4  a t r i a 0  -.r-. m.FI .m XI..I*O mu." 
*.(.GI m m m  7 0  -6 a m  P* m e t w n o  
I 
a r u r .  - 1  w r *  .Mr. sm.1 
w wnnm SYL nut 101s- r- 
~.UM w n  urn u n  -n men 
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Figure 19. Reference Pho tovoltaic SPS Mass Esti- 
mate History 
As the Part I1 effort began, the final question 
of choice between potassium vapor Rankine and 
inert gas Brayton power generation for the pre- 
ferred thermal system was still open. The Part 1 
effort had concentrated on trying t:, closely match 
the Brayton thermal cycle efficiency (--4Wo) with 
the R4;lkine qystem. Further analyses indicated 
clearly tk;t basic differences in the cycles and their 
types of machinery caused this efficiency matching 
to show the Rankine option in a bad light. At a 
given cycle peak temperature, as  the radiator mean 
temperature is lowered, the Brayton machinery 
mass decreases and the radiator mass increases. The 
optimum is reached a t  cycle efficiericies in the 
vicinity of 40%. The Rankine hardware, however, 
becomes quite massive at lower radiator tempera- 
tures and ate system optimizes at  much lower effi- 
ciencies, on the order of 20%. The result of  these 
analyses was that the optimized Rankine system 
was indicated to  be less massive than the Brayton 
system in the cycle temperature ranges of  main 
i~iterest (at very high cycle peak temperatures a11d 
accordingly very advanced materials, the Brayton 
system is least massive). 
Further analyses of materials availability and 
newer data on long-term creep characteristics indi- 
cated that cycle peak temperatures should be 
reduced from about 1600K to about 1250K. This 
tended to penalize the Brayton system but pro- 
vided a nearly ideal m a t ~ h  to the fluid properties 
of potassium. 
Simplicity was a further consideration. The 
Rankine cycle system is less complex than the 
Brayton system as is illustrated in Figure 20. All 
these considerations led to a switch to a potassium 
Rankine reference system design. An additional 
simplitication was introduced by selecting a 
perpendicular-touctiptic plane (PEP) orientation. 
With the satellite attitude controlled to  be exactly 
sun-facing within one degree, and the addition of a 
second-stage concentrator at the focal point assem- 
bly, the need for steerable facets was eliminated. 
The resulting configuration is shown in Figure 21. 
Sixteen modules are arranged in a square pattern 
with antennas at  two of the comers. I h i s  arrange- 





F i r e  20. Bmyton a d  Rankine Cyde Flow 
Schematics 
Figure 2 1. Reference Ronkine SPS D d g n  
with tht: PEP orientation at all times of year. Fig- 
ures 22 and 23 show further details of the focal 
point assembly and turbogenerator pallet arrange- 
ment. The PEP orientation requires considerably 
more attitude control propellant (about 150 tons/ 
year compared to  40 tonslyear) than the 
perpendicular-tosrbit-plane (POP) orientation 
used for the photovoltaic system. The advantages 
of  PEP ope ra t i~n  with the thermal engine are suffi- 
cient to justify the additional expenditure; this is 
not true for the photovoltaic system. One disad- 
vantage of PEP operation is the requirew nt for 
the twoaxis rotary joint shown in Figure 2 1. The 
additional axis is needed t o  maintain correct polari- 
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Figure 22. Focal Point Assembly 
Y - - - a m s t r o a u m  
Figure 23. Turbogenerator Pallet 
During Part I1 new information was obtained 
on plastic film reflector degradation in the space 
radiation environment. Tests conducted on tb: JPL 
solar sail effort indicated that no degradation of 
reflective surfaces would occur. Boeing IR&D radi- 
ation chamber tests currently in process are con- 
firming !his result. Accordingly, the concentrator 
was reduced in size from the earlier designs that 
provided 30% concentration oversize to  compen- 
sate for radiation degradation of  reflectivity. 
The thermal engine efficiency chain is shown 
in Table 7. The overall energy conversion effi- 
ciency for the thermal and photovoltaic options is 
virtually the same; both use the same power trans- 
mission system. 
Table 7. Comparison of Effiiency Chains 








The thermal engine mass estimate history has 
ex'libited somewhat more variation than the 
photovoltaic system. This has been largely due to 
the greater system complexity and to changes in 
cycles and cycle temperatures. The current thermal 
engine mass statement is given in Table 8. 
Tzble 8. Potassium Rankine SPS Mass Statement 
An overall preference for the photovoltaic 
system emerged late in the study due to better 
quantification of operations cost penalties aswci- 
ated with thermal engine system comp1exi:y. 17tis 
preference is, however. somewhat sensitive to solar 
blanket costs and depends on achievement of low 
costs at high production rates. 
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The most novel problem presented in develop 
i t ~ p  an werall SPS systems definition was to evolve 
a conceptu21 design of a constructio~~ facility capa- 
ble of constructing a 100 square-kiiometer object 
in orbit. Earlier SPS studies gale little attention to 
SPS construction. Issues sucl~ as microwave power 
transmission, space transp~rtation, and feasible 
lightweight designs for the enornious SPS struc- 
tures seemed more crucial. Some of the SPS con- 
cepts were either too illdefined or in such a fluid 
state that an adequate construction analysis was 
not possible. Construction analyses must be con- 
ducted at  a detail level; high-level parametrics tend 
to  be meaningless. 
The other issues dppeared more resolvable by 
the beginning of this study. Increased attention 
was turned to the formidable and largely unex- 
plored problem of construction of SPS's in space. 
We were faced with four challenges: 
No one had ever designed or built anything 
like an SPS structure, or any contiguous self- 
supporting structure remotely approaching 
the size of an SPS. (The solar collector area of 
a 10,000 megawatt SPS is greater than the 
surface area of Manhattan Island.) 
No one had ever designed or built a large 
structure for loads criteria anything like as 
low as thosc applicable to an SPS. (We have 
used 0.000 1 g as a preliminary criterion. Con- 
ventional spacecraft have, of course, been 
designed for launch loads in the range from 5 
to 10 g's.) 
No one had ever designed a factory or any 
constn~ctiori equipment to operatc in hard 
vacuum at  near-zero g. 
Initial studies of SPS construction quickly 
scoped space crew productivity requirements. 
Construction of one 10.000 megawatt SPS in 
one year could afford to employ some hun- 
dreds of people working in space. Roughly 
lo6 construction manhours (expended ir, 
space) could be used. This represents a pro- 
ductivity factor on the order of 10 mi~nhours/ 
ton, about equivalent to that for steel high- 
rise construction. If, for example, a productiv- 
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(about 2000 manhourslton) were experi- 
enced, the costs to  support space construction 
activities would exceed economically feasible 
SPS costs. 
Some of the earliest concepts of SPS con- 
struction imagined crews in space suits assembling 
SPS's with hand tools. These early views recog- 
nized neither the size of SPS hardware nor the 
crew productivity rates required. 
Several high-level ground rules were adopted 
at the beginning of the current effort. 
? Facilitized Construction: Satellite design is 
dot penali.t.d by constructioq equipment 
support retluirem-nts. 
Decoupled Operations: Constructian opera- 
tions should be indepndent as pcssible so 
that a slowdown or shutdown in one opera- 
tion has nlininium impact on others. 
Operations in Parallel: Fabrication operations 
111 parallel in separate facility locations so  that 
maximum time can be allotted to  each type 
of  operation. 
Moving Beam Machines: Number of machines 
determined by output rate rather than num- 
bers of parallel beams in the SPS. This maxi- 
mizes effective use of expensive equipment. 
Support the Beams: Long beams should be 
supported as they are fabricated t o  eliminate 
undesired stress and unguided end positions. 
?.Zitli~~ize Use of Free Flyers: The satellite 
componmts :ire too frangible to  tolerate acci- 
dental sollisiol,s. Propellant consumption, 
exhaust product contamination. and plume 
imp~ngernet~t woilld present problems. 
T!ic photovoltaic construction facility that 
evolved over the period of the study is shown in 
Figures 24 and 25. The first of these shows the 
overall arrangement: the second is an artist's con- 
cept of a portion of the facility and gives a better 
impression of the lightweight structural design thai 
would be applied to the facility as well as the SPS. 
The facility is a combined powei transmitter 
antenna and photovoltaic energy conbersion con- 
struction facility. It is mainly a C-clan~pshaped 
truss stri~cttire. In Figurt. 24, the structilre is shown 
boxcd in for most of thc. facility to clarify the illus- 
tration but woi~ld act~iaily appear as indicated by 
the "actual structure" callout. Overall facility 
dimensions arc. 1.4 x 2.8 km. Crew niodules and 
lai~ncli vchicle clocking stations are shown approxi- 
mately to  scule. 
The crew modules are sized for 100 people 
(17 meters diameter by 23 meters length). The 
facility includes 4 bays dedicated to  structure 
Figure 24. Photovoltaic Construction Fxility 
Arrangement 
manufacture and 4 bays dedicated to solar blanket 
and equipment installation. 
The construction base concepts (thermal 
engine construction bases were also defined) 
evolved gradually over the entire period of the 
study. The analysis procedure was conducted in a 
"grass roots" fashion, beginning with concepts for 
construction machines to  perform specific tasks, 
and proceeding through machine production rate 
estimates, task manloading and timelining, and 
finally building up t o  thc base definition level. By 
far the majority of  the effort was invested in defin- 
ing the facility and equipment. The crew habitats 
were only externally defined (mass. size, crew 
capacity) based on  extrapolations from earlier and 
concurrent space station studies. The crew habi- 
tats, however. represent a major proportion of 
total base cost. 
Highlight statistics for the construction bases 
are given in Table 9. Although the crew sizes and 
construction base masses and costs seem quite large 
by traditional experience, construction operations 
costs (including crew transportation and amortiza- 
tion of  the bases) only contributes about 8% of  the 
total SPS capital cost. 
Table 9. Condruction H-ights 
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Transportation Systems 
The need for !he equivalent of 1000 or more 
Saturn V launches t o  deliver one SPS t o  its opera- 
tional orbit has been used to "prove" the practical 
infeasibility of the SPS concept. Certainly at 
Saturn V costs, the cost of transportation alone 
would be at least ten times what one could reason- 
ably expect as an economically feasible cost for an 
SPS. D i s  argumement is, of course, invalid. The 
Saturn V design stemmed from a technology base 
now about two decades old. Concepts for vehicle 
reusabilit:~ were available at that time but were 
considered as unnecessary contributors t o  develop 
ment risk ;n view of (a) the urgency of the Apollo 
program, a~:d (b) the con~paratively few launches 
that were plailned. 
SPS transportation studies have developed 
vehicle design concepts responsive t o  the high 
launch rate requirements of an SPS progam. These 
concepts have included fully reusable ballistic or  
winged Earth launch vehicles. and reusable orbit 
'ransfer systems for transportation from Earth's 
surface to low Earth orbit (LEO) and between 
LEO and geosynchronous Earth orbit (CEO) 
respectively. Typical launch vehicle concepts are 
illustrated in Figure 26. Mass properties, perform- 
ance. and costs for thew vehicles have been calccl- 
lated in some detail. The results have consistently 
shown that transportation costs for these systems 
have been well within the range needed for SPS 
economic feasib'lity. (For example. $20/kg to low 
Earth orbit ee*sus an economic feasibility upper 
limit on the order of SSO/kg.) Low costs arise from 
( I )  complete reusability: ( 2 )  high total traffic vol- 
ume; (3) relatively rapid ground turnaround for 
relaunch: and (4) large payload capacity per flight 
-these factors are in order of inlpoiraiice to  low 
recurring cost. 
Thc icisntified adv;~ritages of each of the 
laui\iIi vehicle options art. indicated in Figure 2h. 
Tllc principal issue between the two systcnis is sea 
landing versus land 1;inding. Tlie sea landitig IIIOJC 
requires restart of solne of the rocket engines (or 
start of special landing engines) for the powered 
Ictilown into tlic water. Tile vclliclc is esposcd to 
tile sca s;iltwatcr cnvirotinicnt. rliere is ;~Iso sot~lc 
i111ccrt;iinty as+iociatr~l with I:iniling loatis t o  hc 
espt.rienced i~poii water cot-itact. The winged land 
landing vehicle avoids tht.sc issues. Bccaiise of ttie 
sotlic hoo~ii profiles for ascent and reelltry of tlic 
vehic.lcs. an11 bccause the hoostcr requircs down 
rangc. lanil laiiding. the winged systcni introducc~ 
sigriit'icant l;ki~ncIi ;tntl recovery siting issues. No 
suitabic down rangc. Ii~nd Ian~liny sites arc available 
for KSC lailnch. Possibly usahle sites, with r ~ p i ~ r n s  
Figure 26. Launch System Options 
of significant sonic boom overpressure bring under 
government control. esist in thc. sotitliw~stern 
United States. These siizs are flirttier north than 
KSC and introducs additional perforn~ancr penal- 
tics associated with the plane change required t o  
achievc 3 ~cro-inclin;ltiot geosynchronous orbit. 
Other alter~iativr sites have not been identified. 
The analyses of freight launch vehicles con- 
ducted during this study have indicated a low earth 
transportation cost on the order of $20 per kilo- 
gram, including ariiorti~atiotl of the vehicle fleet 
investment. total operations manpower. and pro- 
pellant costs. Tllc distribution of this cost w e r  the 
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Figure 27. LEO Transportation Costs for 14 Year 
Program at 4 Satetlites/Year 
Vehicle production hardware is the greatest factor; 
manpower is second in importance, and propellants 
are third. The propellant cost is about 114 of the 
total, typical of a mature transportation system. 
Since vehicle production is the most important 
component of space transportation costs, it is 
important to compare the estimates to other sim- 
ilar systems. Shown in Figure 28 are costs in terms 
of dollars per pound for several aerospace vehicles, 
including commercial aircraft and launch vehicles, 
as well as the calculated costs for th: second stage 
and first stage of  the winged launch vehicle systems. 
Ail costs here are expressed as the average costs 
over 300 units with appropriate learning curves 
applied. The commercial aircraft are similar in 
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Figure 28. Flight Vehicle Production Hardware 
Costs 
significantly smaller investment in propulsion. The 
S-1C Saturn booster stage is comparable in com- 
plexity to  the first stage of the wing-wing vehicle. 
Shuttle costs are seen to be somewhat higher than 
woult be expected from the cost estimates here. 
Thk differential arises primarily because Shuttle 
fabrication is being carried out with prototype 
rather than production tooling since only a few 
vehicles are t o  be built. 
Transportation operations may be required to 
sul;port co~~struction operations either at low 
Earth orbit (LEO) or geosynchronous orbit (CEO), 
depending on which construction location is finally 
selected. In either case an orbit t~ansfer vehicle ~ y s -  
tern is needed to  cany crews, crew resupply logis- 
tics, and priority cargo to  geosynchronous orbit. 
Earlier studies had investigat:d a variety of  orbit 
transfer vehicle options and selected the configura- 
tion illustrated in Figure 29 as representatwe of a 
cost-optimal system. It is a space-based oxygen- 
hydrogen reusable 2stage rocket system refueled 
by tankers brought t o  LEO by the heavy lift 
launch system. During Part I of this study, the 
natural question arose, "why not make the tanker 
into an orbit transfer vehicle and operate Earth- 
based?". This was investigated, and it was found 
that the space-based vehicle had a>out 15% better 
performance, yieldirig lower costs. There are two 
primary reasons: ( 1 ) the space-based vehicle need 
not be structurally desiened to withstand launch 
I ~ a d s  with full propellant tanks; (2) the inert mass 
of engines and other subsystems needed to  make 
the tanker into a vehicle need not be hauled back 
and forth from Earth to LEO. Concurrent with this 
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Figure 29. Space Based Common Stage OTV 
SPS study, an orbital propellant depot study by 
General Dynamics has identified practical means of 
propellant transfer with minimal losses. The space- 
based system was seiec ted as the preferred option. 
If the SPS is constructed in low Earth orbit in 
a modular fashion, the electric generating cspabil- 
ity of the modules mav be used to  drive electric 
propulsioa systems t o  effect the orbit transfer. 
Each module is equipped with electric propulsion 
installations. propellant tanks, and the other sub- 
systems necessary to  convert it into a powered 
spacecraft A joint cost optiniization of Isp and 
ttip time reslltpd ill selection of a 180-day transfer 
at 750C seconds electrical Isp. The effective Isy, 
after accounting for luoses for attitude control 
thrustinp and the use of chemical propulsion dur- 
ing transits of the Earth's shadow, is about 3000 
seconds. This high effective spccitic impulse pm- 
vides a major reduction in total freight delivery t o  
low Earth orbit. The L O ~ / L H Z  orbit transfer vehi- 
cle requires about 2.1 kg of propellant per kg of 
pay load delivered t o  CEO. The highspecific-impulse 
optior? requires about 0.25 kg of propellant per kg 
of payload de1iver:d. The net effect is a 50% 
reduction in the required number of heavy lift 
launches from Earth. ?'here zre a number of nega- 
tive factors associated with the high specific 
impulse "self-powered" mode, but taken in the 
aggregate they exhibit considerably less cost than 
the savings in Earth launches. 
The arrangment of a photovoltaic SPS module 
as a powered spacecraft is shown in Figure 30. 
Onequarter of the solar blankets are used for the 
transfer; the remainder are deployed from their 
shipping boxes after the module reaches geosyn- 
chronous orbit. The blankets used for propulsion 
power will be degraded by van Allen belt radiation 
absorbed during the transfer. They will be annealed 
- 
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Figure 30. Self Power Configura tion-Photovoltaic 
Satellite 
during the final checkout and preparatiqn process. 
Other tasks t o  be conducted a t  CEO include join- 
ing the modulzs together t~ form a complete SPS, 
and installing the antennas. The latter are also built 
a t  LEO, and are transported by two of the eight 
modules. Figure 3 1 shows a summary construction 
and transportation timeline. 
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Figure 3 1. Photovoltaic Satellite-LEO Construc- 
tion Timeline 
Cost - Analyses 
One of the significant areas of emphasis of 
current SPS $dies has been system costs, espe- 
cially recurring (production) costs of SPS units to  
utilities. The present cstiniates of capital cosr range 
from 51700 to $2700 per installed kilowatt (of 
usefill ground output) for a n~odest-technology 
SPS systen, using silicon solar cells o r  potassium 
vapor Rankine heat eagines (the latter. of course, 
employing solar concentratcrs). Cirlce the installcd 
kilowatts are baseload power r::'&er ihan peaking 
o r  intermediate, the c ~ r ~ ~ p a r i s o n  with ground solar 
costs is potelltially quit? favorable. 
These cost estimates may Feem surprising. 
Since it is hardly obvious that putting a power 
plant in space will do  anything to reduce cost, 
some explanations are in order. 
Cost ultimately derives from the cost of mate- 
rials, of energy and of value added during produc- 
tion and instal,~tio2. Thc SPS scores well on the 
first and the last of these, and on energy invtst- 
ment, scores a little better than typical nuclear 
systems. 
Materials 
Constructed and operated in SII;~CI: .  here 
design loads are nearly absent, a tyl.ical 10,000 
megawart SPS will have a total mass of 100,000 
metric tons, about that of tl: tructure of a super- 
tanker ship. Over 60% c t r  the  ass, bc it a thermal 
engine or solar cell SPS. will . m;gy  collection 
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and conversion equipment with the balance being 
supporting structure, power transmittea flight 
controls. and so forth. ?he energy conve-n 
equipmett provides several times as much olrtput 
per unit area as a gmund sdar unit due to  the con- 
tinuous availability in space of sunlight of higher 
intensity. 
Our SPS designs have employed very tittle in 
the way of exotic materials urd are, except for 
their large size, reiativety simple. The receiving 
antennas are also simpk designs using ordinary 
materiak (mostly concrete). With the receiving 
antennas included, the t o w  maieriais required per 
kilowatt for an SPS arc very simijar to those for a 
conventional Earth-based plant; much less than for 
an Earth-based sdff plant. 
m 
Lifetime energy investment to  produce, instdl 
and operate an SPS is less than for most energy 
alternatives even if the htcnt energy in fuel for the 
alternatives is not counted. The energy cost of 
r. cket  propellant for space transportation has been 
cdculated to he from 2000 to 4000 kwth per kwe 
installed: therefore, the payback time for rocket 
propellant is l e a  than six months; less than two 
months if energy grade is included in the 
calculation. 
value AWcd 
SPS systems and their receiving antennas are 
primarily made of simple, highly repetitive ele- 
merits: billions of solar cells (or hundreds of ther- 
mal engine turbomachmes): hundreds of thousands 
of standardized structural parts iens of thousands 
of RF power tubes and associated circuitry: hun- 
dreds of standardized electrical switchgear units 
and power processors: billions of receiver dipole 
elements on the ground receiving antenna. A11 of 
these repetitive elements are well suited to highly 
automated mass y r d u c t i o ~ .  This mass producibil- 
ity is one of the keys to rnakrng SPS's at acceptable 
cost. Further. assembly of the SPS structure in 
space provides the unique opportunity io perform 
the assembly, even of this r ~ r y  large-area structure, 
in a semi-automated production line manner. This 
is true because the lack of gravity and wind loads 
allows moving the SPS with respect to the assem- 
bly facility with relat~ve ease. 
mating practices Fo: those items mded a t  mass 
production rates, we have d mass production 
cost estimating. The relationships are illustrated in 
Figures 32 and 33. Aerospace cast experience f& 
lows a 'learning* or improvement curve. (Most of 
tbe improvemelit comes f-xnn kaming how to  
make the produdion plan work. Mechanics learn 
quickly. t Typical experience is an $S% curve: unit 
#3N will cost 85% of unit ON. 737 jetliner p d u c -  
tion experience chows that this type of projection 
is good well beyond the 1000th unit. Aerospace 
estimates. built up from the subsystem level. are 
based on historical comlations of manhcurs. ele- 
ment physical characteristics. and complexity. 
A mass production process is facility and 
equipment intensive rathcr than labor intensive. It 
does not follow an aerospace-type improvement 
cum. Historical correlations indicate a labor inten- 
siveness relationship as shown in Figure 33. A mass 
productic . pnnxss mches its labor cost plateau 
during the process shakedown period and then 
improves no  further unles  the process is changd. 
vmmman -A 
Figure 32. Cost Impvemcnt Cum 
Cost Analysis Approach 
In view of the mass productior! potentials, we 
**I 3 d + + 4 r' 
UIURY have adopted 3 dual costing approach: For those 
items needed at production rate- typical of aero- F i r e  33. Maturr Industry: Production Rate 
space products, we have used aerospace cost esti- (3unc 
This mature industry costing approtsh was 
developed by Dr. J o e  Gauger based on information 
developed during IRkD analyses of dedgn-touost, 
experienced costs for commercial aircraft and 
other systems. and statistical c o m l a t i o ~ ~ s  for finan- 
ckl  and production factors for a wide variety of 
cornmen.hl industries 
It was judged t o  be desiratle to  spot-check 
the mature industry predictions. A total of five 
spot checks were made as indicated in Table 10. 
These included solar blankets, graphite structures, 
klystrons. potassium vapor tuminer and electro- 
magnetic liquid potassium feed pumps. In all cases. 
the matu- industry projection was well within the 
uncertainties that would be expected for the kind 
of  cost estimates k i n g  made. Based on these 
examples we believe the mature industry method- 
d o 3  to be an appropriate cost estimating proce- 
dure for SPS systems. 
Primary emphasis in the current study effort 
has been directed to  production and installation 
costs. Further efforts &ll investigate maintenance 
costs: the -xry preliminasy estimates that have 
transportation, and projected product improve- 
ment. The lowe: capital cost is ac-ietted with the 
silicon photovoltaic system at 4 SPS's per year 
with LEO construction. The fin. is approxi- 
mately 5 1,700 per kilowatt electric includ~ng 
interest during construction and projected growth. 
Still lower figures might be projected for advanced 
systems, such as thin fdm gallium srxnide. 
been made indicate that mkntenancr cost contri- F i  34. Roductioe Cost Results Sunrmuy 
bution to electric power cost will be comparable to  
that for conventional ground powerglants. Achievement of the projected silicon photo- 
voltaic costs is critically dependent on the develop 
ment of a satisfactory mass production technology 
for single crystal silicon solar cells and blankets. lo* Mature lndvrtry Cost This m a r  production techno lo^ may require con- 
tinuous growth prwzsses but recent indications oi 
improvements in the technology presently used for 
;olar cell manufasturc. indicate tliat automation of 
this technology may ,>rovide greater cost reduction 
than commoi..) supposed. 
Uncertainty Analyses 
An importar~t objective ~i the SPS systems 
Results 
Total production costs are summarized in Fig- 
ure 34 for eight combinations of e n e r g  conversion 
system, production rate. and construction loca- 
tion. The silicon photovoltaic systcm has a modest 
cost advirltage over the themal engine and low 
Earth orbit construction has a significant cost 
advantage over geosynchronous construction. The 
most important cost change occurs with the pro- 
duction rate incrcaw from 1 SPS per ycar early in 
the program. to 4 SPS's per year in a more mature 
owration. Principal cost reductions with system 
maturity occur in SPS hardwart: production. space 
study was to make the best pcnsihlr. estimates of 
uncertainty in sire. mass and costs. for the SPS sys- 
tems characterized. The methalology employed 
was newly developed for the stud). The basis for 
the uncertainty analyses was itenlized estimates in 
the uncertain ties of component performance, 
masses. and cost: 3 typical exmple  is the unc-er- 
tainty in solar cell efficiency and degradation. In 
developing the statistics in size. mass and cost. cor- 
relations were taken inlo account through the u s  
of a bivariate nornial distrih11t;on probability 
model. 
The unccrtaint) atialyas. in ;nld~tion t o   st^- 
rtiating tlnccrtatnttcs. p rodt~c~t l  t lc i~nc'\pc'ctcd 
result of prcdict!ng niss5 growth \1m11ar to t l t ~ t  
prcdictcd 11) li~storic .ll corrcl,~t ~olls. I t  ilatl hccri 
belreved that nias\ growth Has tlic rc3itlt of *iliprc- 
dic tabk variahks. e.g.. thane in pmgram require- 
ments. The outcome of this uncertainty analysis 
suggests that growth is more predictabk than for- 
merly b k v e d  and in fact results largely from the 
natural tendency to set point design parameten on 
the optimistic side of  the actual uncertainty range. 
Figure 35 compares the statisticallyderived 
result for the photovdtak SPS with the worst-on- 
worst and best-on-best results &fined by cornbin- 
ing all the most optimistic component uncertain- 
ties and all the most pessimistic c-mponcnt 
perfomawes. As increased detail is developed in 
this kind of analysis. the worst-on-worst and best- 
on-best extremes will continue to become further 
apart. while the statistical uncertainties will tend to  
change little and will approach a representation of 
true uncertainties. Signiftiantip. the reference 
point design was outside the projected 3 sigma 
m g  for m a s  and size. This resulted primarily 
hecause the efftiiency chain assigned to  the refer- 
ence design was niore optimistic than the most 
probable efficiency chain defined by the statistical 
analyses. 
F i  35. Photovdtaic SPS Mnss/Sire Uncm 
tainty Analysis Resi~lts 
Figure 36 prewnts an uncertainty estimate for 
the thernlal engine coriiparable to the previous one 
for the photovoltaic system. Because the technol- 
ogy of the thermal engine system is somewhat 
more mature, it would be expected to estimate 
sotilewhat less mass growth and that turned out to 
be the case. An additional f ~ c t o r  in the educed 
tnass growth projection is rllat a significant part of 
the size escalation is associated with the size of the 
concentrator which is a low-mass compormt of 
the thernlal engine system. 
Witti costs included in the uncertainty analy- 
scs. it is necessary ti) discriminate between the 1 
SPS per year case and tlie 4 SPS per year case. For 
the 1 SPS per year caw. an rstiniate was made that 
about of the predicted mass growth w i d  brt 
removed by p d u c t  improvement. As for the size 
and mass estimates. the reference design trended 
toward the optimistic side of the median of the 
cost uncertainties as shown in Figure 37. Cortse- 
quentiy. one sees first a c a t  escalation at  the ref- 
erence design point and then a further cost growth 
associated with the mass growth prqrction. Note 
the very high correhtion between cost and mass 
uncertainties. This corresponds to  the historical 
indications that cost growth is frequently associ- 
ated with m a s  growth. and especially with the 
compensation for (or removai of) mass growth in a 
system when performance requirements dictate 
that mass growth be limited t o  predetermined 
values. 
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Figure 37. MassICost Uncertainty Analysis Results 
The bottom line for an SPS system is its capa- 
bility to produce power at  an acceptable cost. Thc 
result shown in Figure 38 represents tlie final result 
of the costing and uncertainty analyses. Uncrrtain- 
ties for busbar power costs include the uncertain- 
ties in unit costs as well as uncertaintics in the 
appropriate capital charge factor to hc apl lied and 
the plant factor at which the SPS can operate. Cap- 
ital charge factors from 12-18 percent were consid- 
ered and the plant factor uncertainty was taken as 
XKCYOS a t  one SPS per year and 85:'c95% for 
lour SPS's per year. These uncertainties were statis- 
tically combined with the cost uncertainties 
derived by the cost uncertainty analyses. 
F i  38. Predicted Busbar Power Cost rad 
Uaeertriatics 
Technology Verifmtion Needs 
Establishment of firm designs. perfon~iancr 
levels. development requirements. cost estimates. 
and environmental acceptability. depends on thc 
achievable characteristics of several critical technol- 
ogies. Although overall success of SPS development 
is possible over a range of performance of these 
technologies, establishment of specific attainable 
performance levels is important t o  establishment of  
designs and system specifications. Accordingly. 
technology verification can presently be regarded 
as a schedule constraint for potential availability of 
SPSdcrivrd enersy. Initiation of a technolosy veri- 
fication prosrani is recommended as a logical atldi- 
tion to currcnt SPS cfforts. The gound-based pro- 
gram rhotlld lead the iliglit program by one to two 
years. 
Ground-Based Technolo_py Verification : 
The reconiniended prosrani includes energy 
conversion, materials, strirctures. electr;cal systems. 
RF systems. flight control. space transporration, 
space constrilction operations. and space environ- 
ment effects. as suniniarized in Table 11 .  
Flight Test Technology Verification: 
The recommended tlight program is divided 
into two parts. The first phase includes an inter- 
telzr1it'tr.r spacecraft experiment and shuttle sortie 
flights. Thc second phase is a solar power technol- 
ogy denionstrator in the power rangc 2.50 kw to 
1000 kw. constructed and tcnded in low Earth 
Table I I. Wh.t Is Involved In Each Segment of the 
Verification Phasr? 
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